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ABSTRACT: The management of most shipyards would prefer to have an order book based on large 
series production of one type of vessel due to ease of design and minimal product variation. However, it 
is unrealistic for most shipyards to survive in this way. Therefore a design for production methodology for 
shipyards with product mixes is necessary. In this work, the analysis of design variations and structural 
configurations of three distinctly different types of ships, a chemical tanker, a car-carrier and a crane 
barge are presented. The method for determining the technological parameters that raise the production 
facility compliance level is explained and illustrated. The aim is to adapt all three vessel designs to be vir-
tually equally compliant to the fixed shipyard production facilities as to enable a higher level of shipyard 
productivity. Finally, production friendly design guidelines are developed to be used by ship designers in 
the future.

Marine International (Dlugokecki et al., 2009). The 
authors of this paper are introducing the applica-
tion of the DFP concept in a shipyard through the 
development of a methodology to be used by future 
designers along with design guidelines. The interim 
products chosen for this analysis includes shipbuild-
ing block assembly which lends itself to repetitive-
ness when the DFP methodology is applied.

2 BACKGROUND

2.1 Group technology and PWBS

Traditional shipbuilding design includes creating a 
design which satisfies the owner and classification 
society requirements. Likewise, in traditional ship-
building, the detailed production processes are left 
to be decided by the various production foremen. 
It is highly craft based. While DFP also requires 
the two aforementioned conditions to be met, it 
goes further by stipulating that the production 
facility constraints be integrated very early in the 
design and that production steps, workstations and 
assembly sequences are decided in a scientific man-
ner (Kolić, 2010). When done properly, this results 
in a reduction of the number of man-hours and 
therefore brings down shipyard costs. The applica-
tion of group technology and a Product oriented 
Work Breakdown Structure (PWBS) go hand in 
hand and represent a necessary foundation for any 
shipyard seriously considering practically applying 
DFP and improving productivity (Bunch, 2010 & 
Chirillo, 2010).

1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Shipbuilding market and product mixes

In order for new building shipyards to survive, it is 
necessary to maintain a full order book. Whereas 
it is advantageous for shipyards to contract the 
building a large series of one type of vessel, this 
is usually not feasible for many shipyards due to 
the ephemeral market demand. Therefore, in order 
for the shipyard production facilities to maintain a 
constant and balanced work load, shipyard man-
agement must contract product mixes of vessels. 
A shipyard with a product mix builds different 
types of vessels simultaneously. For instance, with 
the case study presented in this paper, the product 
mix includes a chemical tanker, a car-carrier and a 
crane barge. The problem with the product mixes 
is that often the shipyard facilities are not able to 
produce the interim products of the different ves-
sel types with equal ease. This results in an unbal-
anced work load which is not efficient and drives 
up production costs.

1.2 Design for production concept

The Design For Production (DFP) concept has 
been around since the 1970s, first implemented by 
the consultants A&P Appledore with a Design for 
Production manual (Lamb, 2003). The National 
Shipbuilding and Research Program (NSRP) has 
also taken steps in presenting Design for Produc-
tion research and application in conjunction with 
industry professionals and consultants such as First 
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2.2 DFP principles

The modern shipbuilding process integrates dif-
ferent disciplines while simultaneously complying 
with owner requests and technical characteristics 
and quality in the shortest possible time, with min-
imal costs. In addition, the production process is 
simplified and standardized as much as possible. 
The basic principles of DFP include simplicity 
of construction and choosing building solutions 
which are compliant to the technological capabili-
ties of the individual shipyard.

Since the purpose of this paper is to analyze 
interim products from the block assembly proc-
ess, a DFP compliant design includes the following 
points (DFP manual, 1999):

− minimal number of elements,
− minimal number of elements which need to be 

shaped in moulds,
− reduction of the variation of elements,
− reduction of the length of welded connections,
− standardization of elements,
− minimal connecting and adjusting of blocks 

during assembly,
− elimination of the need for extremely precise 

joints,
− integration of the hull structure and outfitting,
− elimination of the need for scaffolding,
− securing access for workers to interim products.

The shipyard capabilities adjusted in compli-
ance with interim products implies the following:

− assembly of blocks within the limits of the lift-
ing capacity of the shipyard cranes,

− size of panels, blocks and all interim products to 
be compliant with the dimensions and capabili-
ties of the workstations,

− capability of using steel plates of maximum 
size in order to decrease the length of welded 
joints,

− designing in such as way so that multiple works 
are undertaken in the workshops and less work 
is performed on the vessel while on the slipway 
or along the outfitting pier.

3 SHIPYARD CASE STUDY

3.1 Shipyard production program mix

The shipyard production program mix includes the 
following vessels (3. Maj shipyard archive, 2010):

− 49000/51800 DWT tanker for the transport 
of oil, oil products and chemicals (Chemical 
tanker)

− 12300 DWT RO/RO vessel for automobile trans-
port (Car carrier),

− 6300 DWT Deck cargo barge with crane fitted 
on deck (Crane barge).

The interim product chosen for analysis includes 
the double bottom block from the parallel mid 
body. The elements that make up the double bot-
tom block include stiffened panels and built-up 
panels. A table of design variations is drawn up 
from the following characteristics (DFP manual, 
1999):

− variation of steel plate thickness within a panel,
− orientation of steel plates—direction of 

straking,
− type of stiffener and its dimensions,
− spacing between stiffeners and number per 

panel,
− height of transverse web frames,
− spacing and number of webs per panel,
− panel dimensions and mass,
− block mass,
− quality level of steel.

Figures 1 to 3 below show the double bottom 
block breakdowns for the three vessel types and 
Tables 1 to 3 show the design variations for these 
same block types covered in the case study.

Figure 2. Double bottom block breakdown for the car 
carrier.

Figure 1. Double bottom block breakdown for chemi-
cal tanker.
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Figure 3. Double bottom block breakdown for the 
crane barge.

Tables 1 to 3 show the design variations for 
the main interim products of the double bottom 
blocks for all the chemical tanker, car carrier and 
crane barge respectively. Please note the following 
abbreviations used in the tables.

− P: panel,
− KP: built-up panel
− VT: very large three dimensional block
− HP: Holland profile longitudinal

3.2 Explanation of tables

Row 1 shows plate thicknesses which vary between 
10 mm and 15 mm. The number of plates per panel 

Table 1. Design variations for the chemical tanker double bottom block (3. Maj shipyard archive, 2010, DFP manual, 
1999).

Chemical tanker

No.
Key areas of 
variation

Double-Bottom

Group 3410 - VT02 erection block

KP12 double 
bottom top

KP22 double
bottom top

P121 outer
hull bottom

P221 outer hull 
bottom

1 Plate thickness 
Number of
plates per panel

16 mm 4 plates
per panel

16 mm 4 plates
per panel

15, 17,5 mm 5 
plates per panel

15 mm 4 plates 
per panel

2 Longitudinal 
scantlings mm

longitudinals 370 × 13, 
2 longitudinal girders 
2180 × 16, 2180 × 14,5 
tunnel 2180 × 20

longitudinals 370 × 13, 
bars180 × 13
2 longitudinal
girders 2180 × 16, 
2180 × 14,5 tunnel 
2180 × 20

longitudinals 
340 × 14, bar 
250 × 16

longitudinals 
340 × 14

3 Type of section HP / plate HP / bar / plate HP / bar HP

4 Longitudinal
spacing mm

800 800 800 800

5 No. of
longitudinals 
per panel

12 longitudinals 
2 longitudinal
girders tunnel

12 longitudinals 1 bar
2 longitudinal
girders tunnel

13 longitudinals
 1 bar

13 longitudinals

6 Spacing of
webs mm

1700/3400 1700/3400 x x

7 No. of webs per 
panel

4 4 x x

8 Depth of webs mm 2180 2180 x x

9 Panel dimensions 
mm

11046 × 11998 11046 × 12078 11046 × 14336 11046 × 11876

10 Panel weight t 52 t 55,3 t 27,6 t 27,6 t

11 Block weight t 272 t 272 t 272 t 272 t

12 Steel quality A A A A

13 Direction of plate 
straking

longitudinal
bow-stern

longitudinal
bow-stern

longitudinal 
bow-stern

longitudinal 
bow-stern
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varies between 2 and 5. See Tables 1–3. Row 2 shows 
the longitudinal scantlings or dimensions whereas 
row 3 describes the type of section such as Holland 
profile (HP), bar and plate. Row 4 lists the spacing 
between the longitudinals which is 800 mm for the 
chemical tanker and 750 mm for the car carrier and 
crane barge. In row 5, the number of longitudinals 
varies between 5 and 12 and up to 2 longitudinal 
girders per panel. For row 6, the spacing of the 
webs on the built up panels are 1700 or 3400 mm 
for the chemical tanker and car carrier, while 2000 
mm for the crane barge. In row 7, the number of 

Table 2. Design variations for the car carrier double bottom block (3. Maj shipyard archive, 2010, DFP manual, 
1999).

Car carrier

No.
Key areas of 
variation

Double-Bottom block

Group 3510 - VT 01 Erection block Group 3511 - VT01 Erection block

KP 11 double
bottom top

KP21 double
bottom top

KP11 double
bottom top

KP21 double
bottom top

1 Plate thickness 
Number of
plates per panel

12 mm 5 plates
per panel

12 mm 2 plates
per panel

12 mm 5 plates
per panel

12 mm 5 plates
per panel

2 Longitudinal
scantlings mm

longitudinals
300 × 11
2 long. girders 
2080 × 12,
2080 × 24 bottom
centerline girder 
2080 × 19

longitudinals
300 × 11 
1 longitudinal 
girder 
2080 × 12

longitudinals
300 × 11 2
long. girders
2080 × 12,
2080 × 24 bottom 
centerline girder
2080 × 19

longitudinals
 300 × 11 2 
longitudinal
 girders
 2080 × 12, 
2080 × 24

3 Type of section HP / T assembly / 
plate

HP / T 
assembly

HP / T assembly / 
plate

HP / T assembly

4 Longitudinal
spacing mm

750 750 750 750

5 No. of 
longitudinals
per panel

11 longitudinals
2 longitudinal
girders  bottom
centerline girder

5 longitudinals 
1 longitudinal
girder

13 longitudinals 
2 longitudinal
girders bottom
centerline girder

13 longitudinals 
2 longitudinal 
girders

6 Spacing of webs mm 3400 3400 3400 3400

7 No. of webs per 
panel

4 4 3 3

8 Depth of 
webs mm

2080 2080 2080 2080

9 Panel dimensions 11746 × 12059 11746 × 4606 12796 × 12059 12796 × 11909

10 Panel weight t 40,8 t 15,1 t 43,9 39,7 t

11 Block weight t 168,5 t 168,5 t 184,7 t 184,7 t

12 Steel quality A A A A

13 Direction of
plate straking

longitudinal
bow-stern

longitudinal
bow-stern

longitudinal
bow-stern

longitudinal
 bow-stern

webs per built up panel are 3 or 4 for the chemical 
tanker and crane barge, while between 1 and 5 for 
the crane barge. Moving on to row 8, the depth 
of the webs are 2180 mm for the chemical tanker, 
2080 mm for the car carrier, and between 400 and 
745 mm for the crane barge. In row 9, the panel 
dimensions vary between 11000 mm for length 
and 12059 mm for the beam. In row 10, the panel 
weight varies between 27,6 tons for panel with a P 
designation in Table 1 and up to 55,3 tons for built 
up panels which have a KP designation. The block 
weight in row 11 is the final block weight prior to 
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erection and includes additional interim products 
which are not assembled on the panel line or the 
built up panel line and are therefore not included in 
this work. The steel quality in row 12 is grade A for 
all vessel types. Finally, in row 13 the direction of 
plate straking is longitudinal from bow to stern.

3.3 Future design guidelines

The future design guidelines define future charac-
teristics of interim products to be simplified and 
standardized (Kolić, 2010). The shipyard in this 
case study has the following constraints of its panel 
line (3. Maj shipyard archive, 2010 & Kolić, 2010):

− Maximum plate length for the panel line is 
14500 mm,

− Maximum panel width is 15200 mm,

Table 3. Design variations for the crane barge double bottom block (3. Maj shipyard archive, 2010, DFP manual, 
1999).

No.
Key areas of
variation

Crane barge

Ring

Group 3510—VT01 erection block

KP11 bottom KP12 deck

KP13 (KP23)
longitudinal 
blkhd

KP14 (KP24)
transverse blkhd KP31 bottom

1 Plate thickness
Number of plates
per panel

15 mm 4 plates 
per panel

15 mm 4 plates 
per panel

12, 15 mm
2 plates 
per panel

10 mm 2 plates
per panel

15 mm 
3 plates per 
panel

2 Longitudinal 
scantlings

longitudinals 
60 × 9

longitudinals
180 ×  9

longitudinals
160 × 9 
120 × 8

vertical stiffeners longitudinals 
160 × 9

3 Type of section HP HP HP HP HP

4 Longitudinal
spacing mm

750 750 750 750 750

5 No. of 
longitudinals
per panel

10 longitudinals 10 longitudinals 5 longitudinals 9 vertical.
stiffeners

9 longitudinals

6 Spacing of
webs mm

2000 2000 2000 at half  height
of the ring 
2250 T assembly 
transverse on
stiffening

2000

7 No. of webs
per panel

5 5 5 1 5

8 Depth of
webs mm

600 600 400 600 735

9 Panel dimensions
mm

11000 × 8980 11000 × 8110 11000 × 4500 7485 × 4500 11000 × 7345

10 Panel weight t 16,2 t 15,4 t 6,6 t 3,7 t 14,7 t

11 Block weight t 175,7 t 175,7 t 175,7 t 175,7 t 175,7 t

12 Steel quality A A A A A

13 Direction of
plate straking

longitudinal
bow-stern

longitudinal
bow-stern

longitudinal
bow-stern

transverse port-
starboard

longitudinal 
bow-stern

− Thickness of plates are between 8–35 mm,
− Maximum mass of panels are 35 tons.

Likewise the built up panel line has the follow-
ing constraints (3 Maj shipyard archive, 2010):

− Length of panels are between 4000–14500 mm,
− Width of panels are between 4000–14500 mm,
− Girders have a maximum length of 12500 mm, 

and a maximum height of 3500 mm,
− Maximum mass of 100 tons.

Based upon the given constraints, and tables 1–3, 
it becomes clear that the performance of the 
facilities is not used to the fullest extent, since the 
lengths and widths are lower for most of the panels 
which is given in row 9 of all the tables. Likewise, 
the panel weights could also be increased. Addi-
tionally, the spacing of the stiffeners is something 
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that could be standardized at 800 mm for all three 
vessels.

The longitudinals used could also be more 
standardized which also has a positive effect on 
the production facilities. A table for bulb profiles 
could include the following: See Figure 4 and 
Table 4 below.

Finally the following midship section aids in 
future designs. See Figure 5.

The midship section above is developed by con-
sidering the shipyard facility constraints along with 
typical design practice. The two main DFP princi-
ples of simplification and standardization are the 

Figure 4. Double bottom with HP longitudinals and 
lugs defined.

Figure 5. HP longitudinal with height (a) and width (s) 
defined.

Table 4. Longitudinal dimensions.

a mm s mm

370 13

340 14

320 12

300 12

300 11

280 12

280 11.5

260 10

220 10

Figure 6. Generic midship section of a chemical tanker with constraints.
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underlying points considered in its development. 
For instance, the preferred double bottom height is 
2000 mm, whereas the maximum permissible height 
is 3000 mm. Likewise recommendations for simpli-
fied hopper construction to maximize the use of 
the flat panel line are illustrated as well. Wherever 
it is possible to simplify construction and maxi-
mize the use of automated production facilities 
while simultaneously complying with classification 
society rules and owner requests, this is illustrated 
in the generic midship section above.

4 CONCLUSIONS

The authors of this paper demonstrated that by 
breaking down typical interim products of three 
various types of vessels in tabular form using DFP 
analysis principles, it is possible to more read-
ily draw up future guidelines which will improve 
shipyard productivity while maintaining a product 
mix. The effectiveness of the shipyard facilities 
is maximized while the unnecessary designs that 
complicate assembly are minimized and or elimi-
nated. This way costs are reduced and the competi-
tiveness of the shipyard is improved. A shipyard 
strategy that is geared towards using and further 
developing guidelines for the design of all interim 
products, from panels, built up panels, and later 

into outfitting will further improve shipyard 
productivity. A strategy of maintaining a product 
mix along with DFP matching of interim products 
is an effective path for shipyards to follow. Ship-
yard management should likewise enforce that 
interim product matching be performed on all 
designs including those not done in-house, because 
only in this way can productivity be maintained 
and improved.
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